Abstract: Large scale uncertain data streams are produced in many modern applications, such as RFID technology and sensor networks. Top-K query processing is one of the important techniques in the management of uncertain data streams. Existing Top-K queries processing does not consider the score and uncertainty of tuples. This paper first analyzes the uncertain data model and possible world semantic model, and then defines new Top-K queries semantics for uncertain data streams, and finally designs and realizes an effective Top-K queries algorithm on uncertain data streams. This algorithm sorts the score of each tuple and selects the k tuples with the highest probabilities to form the set, Top-K queries results. Compared to CSQ and SCSQ algorithm, the experiments show that this algorithm is more practical and effective than the others.
INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of data mining technology and rapid development of networks technology, more and more data are obtained in domains such as moving object tracing, RFID technology, sensor networks, information extraction and data fusion and so on [1] . How to select information meeting query best in the massive data is an important topic in data management. However, uncertain data streams such as noise, losing value, error and inconsistency, and so on accompany with the massive data from the beginning. The effective query on uncertain data streams is a new topic with the development of modern data processing technology [2, 3] .
As traditional data management technologies do not apply to uncertain data streams, especially ones in real-time data field. Query based on values, query based on entity, region query and aggregate query, including multi-type Top-K query [4] [5] [6] , k Nearest Neighbor (kNN) query, are current main research about uncertain query technology. Top-K query is one of the main applications of database management.
For traditional certain database, Top-K query definition is very clear and it only needs maintain a buffer of K size to keep K top score records. A new arriving record will compare with K records in the buffer and will replace the low score one. So, comparisons of query result orders are clear and the scores of query results are easy to assign. For example, ticket sales can be Top-K score index of scenic spot database and the number of items can be Top-K score index of three-dimensional warehouse. The meaning is clear.
In the uncertain data streams, uncertainty is expressed as probability in all tuples. So Top-K query become unclear and not easy to handle. As a result, it is not apply to base Top-K query on selecting the value function which returns object with highest value. Two sorting index should be considered: one is the score of query result and the other is the probability of query result. Many ways combining this two exists [7] .
Query results vary from definition to definition. Tang Keming, et al. proposed an uncertain data streams Top-K query algorithm based on sliding window [8] . Soliman, et al. proposed a way based on searching space to handle U-Topk and U-kRanks query [9] . Hua, et al. gave a method, constructing advantage set, devoting to PT-k query and a solution is proposed [10] .
All the methods above apply to Top-K query in different areas. Different as these query definitions are, they all do not use the related advantage of information retrieval system. People using these queries needs to programming complicate structured query language, according to corresponding query syntax. This is a little trouble for an actual user. In addition, these queries are generally high cost. Most of them consider only the probability of database and the scores of data are neglected.
This paper discusses Top-K query based on record vector and proposes RVTK (Record Vector Top-K) algorithm. By the definition of RVTK, a group of Top-K tuples are found, which have the highest scores and probabilities in all possible worlds. This algorithm constructs a summary table based on each record vector, alters summary table to reduce the complexity of Top-K query, and achieves balance between query accuracy and computational cost. Experimental results show that this algorithm has a lower computational cost and better result than other existing ones do.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) Gave the Top-K definition and model of uncertain data streams.
2) Proposed an efficient RVTK query algorithm, which avoids high cost of computing and accords to Top-K retrieval very much.
3) Proved the algorithm effectiveness by theory and experiment.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Definition 1 Uncertain Database tuple: uncertain database is composed of many tuples, which are expressed as
, where x is data item,
is score of data item x , and ) (x p , which means frequency of occurrence of x in database, is confidence of data item x . Definition 2 Possible world: uncertain database D is probabilistic database and is based on possible world model. It is composed of a series of instance of possible world. In other word, possible world w is a collection, in uncertain database, of these tuples. Namely,
is probability distribution, and
For a possible world w , its probability is defined as:
It is obvious that an uncertain database D including n tuples has n 2 possible worlds.
Definition 3 Top-K query: for a positive integer k and a possible world w , if tuple number in w is not less than k , that is k w ! . We sort the tuples in w by their scores calculated by score function f . The first k tuples with high scores is defined as Top-K tuple of w , denoted as ) (w H k . Then, we sum probability of possible world corresponding to each Top-K tuple. The one Top-K tuple with maximum probability sum is returned as query result. Let D be an uncertain database and is pw with semantic world. Uncertain Top-K query result ! T on D is defined as:
Definition 4 Uncertain data streams: uncertain data streams
is composed of a group of sequential tuples. Of which, subscript means timestamp when the tuple arriving. If there exits an uncertain data stream
and a record vector of size L , our Top-K query is to find a proper record vector
TOP-K QUERY ALGORITHM

Algorithm Framework
First, we propose query algorithm of record vector, which treats record vectors as a static database D with length L . Because processing Top-K query in database D with length L requires enumerating all L 2 possible worlds in PW , this will cost much computation time. So, we propose an effective algorithm to process Top-K query of record vector.
Algorithm Description: , and
(2) In the sequence processed by step(1), the first i tuples is defined as:
These tuples have maximum score in
(4) By the Definition 3, the probability
Top-K query result returned in D .
Algorithm Verification
Expressing Top-K query result of database D as
to denote the Top-K query probability of possible world w in D . 
. The scores are sorted in descending order. The set of tuples whose score is not less than
If tuples set
, then we get: 
, we sort them in descending order by their scores
By the definition, we get that if
x , which has minimum score in
Lemma 2 Let
be possible world, consisting of k tuples and having maximum probability in
is denoted by
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, then we get:
Q , by Lemma 1, we get:
Q , by the conclusion of (1), we get:
, (8) we get :
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3 If
is Top-K query result in uncertain database, then 
. By Lemma 2, for each i ! and
(2) Sorting the tuples in D in descending order by their scores, we get
x is the tuple in ! H with minimum score. Let W be the set of possible world of K tuples in
. For any tuples set W H ! , its probability meets:
Again, because I x is the tuple with minimum score in ! H , by Lemma 1 , we get: (1) and (2), we get:
Theorem By the algorithm, we get
, and its probability is I ! that we have gotten.
Proof: Suppose that Top-K query result in uncertain da-
, by Lemma 3, we get:
By Lemma 2, for
So, the probability of Top-K query result is I ! . Q.E.D.
The theorem shows that in uncertain data streams, the RVTK query algorithm gotten by the algorithm proposed in this paper is theoretically right.
EXPERIMENTS
Experimental Setup
We verify Top-K query performance mainly by experiments. Experimental environment is as follows: Visual Studio 2005, Pentium Dual-Core CPU 2.3GHZ, 4GB RAM, 500GB Hard disk and Windows 7 OS, all the algorithms are written using C language.
For verifying the efficiency of our Top-K query algorithms, in this experiment, we adopt the tourists' traces database of a scenic in Zhangjiajie, Hunan. The database is provided by the tracking and tracing system of tourists' traces built by us [11] .
By building visitors touring RFID event collecting network structure and RFID event model and handling mechanism, this database is used to track and trace tourists' traces, improve service quality, prevent shortening tour itinerary and arbitrarily increasing expense and shopping, and fast rescue tourists in danger or missing.
Experimental Results and Analysis
We test our algorithm in the tourist' traces database. First, for a fix K, compare the efficiency and performance of our algorithm with other ones, such as CSQ or SCSQ algorithms. Then, changing K, analyze and compare the query time and space consumption. We set 50 = k , and record vector size L range from 500 to 5000. The experimental results of space cost, computational time of single tuple, and all the time are shown by Figs. (1 and 2) . This experimental results show that comparing to CSQ and SCSQ algorithm, our algorithms achieve low time and space consumption.
Figs. (3 and 4) give the running time and space consumption of querying with our top-K algorithm using top-10, top-20, top-50, and top-100, respectively. From the figures, we can conclude that our algorithm outperforms the other algorithms in the aspects of time and space.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an effective uncertain data streams Top-K query algorithm, RVTK. This algorithm can facilitate user query and return query result at very low cost. In each record vector, this algorithm selects k tuples with highest probabilities from different tuples with highest scores and then it computes the existence probability of Top-K tuple as Top-K query result. Theoretical proof and multi-angle experiments of query algorithm prove the efficiency and practicality of the RVTK query algorithm in this paper. 
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